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OUR MISSION

Local and global design

Our products are designed in Australia with our lifestyle in mind. We work with a hand-
selected group of ethical manufacturers in China who align with our values and who we have 
longstanding relationships with. At the same time our tapware internals showcase the best of 
European ingenuity. It’s the perfect balance of Australian sensibilities and global innovations.

Improved margins

Our strong manufacturing relationships mean we are able to produce high-quality products 
with high-profit margins that we pass on to our wholesale clients in the renovating industry. 
We offer you crystal-clear transparency on our pricing and, by eliminating the retail 
middleman, we drive the profitability of your business.

Safety and reliability

Every batch of Industrie Tapware is independently tested in Australia to ensure we’re 
providing your clients with the safest taps for dispensing the cleanest water. All of our 
products come with industry-leading warranties, meet or surpass Australian safety standards 
and are WELS and WaterMark certified. You and your clients can rest easy.

Personable service

Our tight-knit team is dedicated to offering our clients a friendly, focused and customised 
service. We are agile enough to adapt our product line according to the needs of our 
customers, and to offer speedy deliveries around the country from our website.

Industrie Tapware brings impeccable style, world-class engineering and exceptionally priced 
products to bathrooms, kitchens and esteemed residential and commercial spaces in Australia. 
As a wholesale design resource, we offer exclusive collections of expertly manufactured 
products direct to the design and build industry. Our clients include builders, developers, 
plumbers, designers, architects and bathroom renovation companies. We are a one-stop 
renovation shop that encompasses tapware, bathtubs, basins, vanities, toilets, tiles, accessories 
and more. Industrie Tapware subscribes to four principles that guide everything that we do.
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Our luxurious and long-lasting metal finishes look arresting on their own or combined with 
matching accessories to create a cohesive statement in any new space. The line-up, from 
modern matte black to natural raw brass, is streamlined, striking and easy to specify.

METAL FINISHES

Matte Black

Raw Brass

Brushed Nickel

Brushed Gunmetal

Chrome

The classic choice. Chrome has a lustrous mirror finish and makes a sparkling addition to any 
bathroom or kitchen. It is easy to maintain and is incredibly durable. Our chrome tapware is 
made from solid DZR brass with an electroplated finish. It remains a crowd-pleaser.

Matte black tapware seemed like a trend but the finish is here to stay. It looks dapper with 
numerous styles from modernist to industrial, pairs well with marble, timber and stone, and is 
resistant to markings. Our matte black tapware is solid DZR brass with an electroplated finish.

Raw brass has a magnetic personality: it’s sleek, sophisticated and lights up every room. Over 
time, brass takes on a patina, displaying lush texture and colour variations that make each 
piece unique. It’s the most eco-friendly option too since it’s offered in its natural form.

An elegant matte grey with visible brush lines, this finish is a subtle yet smart and stylish 
choice for tapware. Less reflective than chrome, it creates a tonal experience for contemporary 
interiors. Our brushed nickel tapware is made from solid DZR brass with a PVD finish.

This dark, moody finish has subtle highlights and a slight grain. It pairs well with other matte 
and natural finishes as well as numerous colour schemes. The finish is resistant to markings 
too. Our brushed gunmetal tapware is solid DZR brass with a PVD finish.
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Our tapware is exclusively engineered 
with European internals to ensure 
its reliability, longevity and overall 
performance: Neoperl Aerators from 
Germany, Kerox ceramic cartridges 
from Hungary, and corrosion resistant

Tucai hoses from Spain. These 
leading-edge components save water, 
reduce energy costs and deliver years 
of dependable service. Once again, 
we favour local designs merged with 
leading technology.

INTERNALS

It’s what’s on the inside that 
counts. That’s why we invested  
in world-class internals.
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TAPWARE

With elegant geometry and flawless 
engineering, our tapware makes an 
arresting statement in any renovation. 
Choose from square, circular and 
hybrid profiles as well as distinctly 
modern finishes. The entire collection 
is made from Dezincification Resistant 
Brass (DZR) – never cheaper

alternatives such as Standard Metal – 
with electroplated or Physical Vapor 
Deposition (PVD) coatings that stand 
the test of time. Each piece comes with 
an industry leading warranty, meets 
Australian standards and is WELS 
and WaterMark certified. Impressive 
margins are the final flourish.

We focus on mechanical integrity, 
meticulous craftsmanship and 
timeless design.

30-YEAR WARRANTY
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Bondi Pin Lever Basin Mixer with 
Curved Spout in Chrome

Bondi Pin Lever Wall Mixer Set with 
Curved Spout in Chrome

Bondi Pin Lever Extended Basin Mixer 
with Curved Spout in Chrome

IDT-BONDI-BM-SH-C

IDT-BONDI-WMS-C

IDT-BONDI-BM-TL-C

With its sweeping curves, our Bondi collection looks as relaxed as a morning surf. Closer 
inspection and regular use reveals its clever engineering and agile construction. The range 
is all about simple, sculptural forms, including high-profile spouts, that imbue a space with 

breathtaking beauty and modern edge.

Bondi Kitchen Mixer 
in Chrome
IDT-BONDI-KM-C
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BONDI

Bondi Pin Lever Basin Mixer with 
Curved Spout in Matte Black

Bondi Pin Lever Wall Mixer Set with 
Curved Spout in Matte Black

Bondi Pin Lever Extended Basin Mixer 
with Curved Spout in Matte Black

Bondi Kitchen Mixer 
in Matte Black

IDT-BONDI-BM-SH-MB

IDT-BONDI-WMS-MB

IDT-BONDI-BM-TL-MB

IDT-BONDI-KM-MB



BONDI
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Bondi Pin Lever Basin Mixer with 
Curved Spout in Brushed Nickel

Bondi Pin Lever Wall Mixer Set with 
Curved Spout in Brushed Nickel

Bondi Pin Lever Extended Basin Mixer 
with Curved Spout in Brushed Nickel

Bondi Kitchen Mixer 
in Brushed Nickel

IDT-BONDI-BM-SH-BN

IDT-BONDI-WMS-BN

IDT-BONDI-BM-TL-BN

IDT-BONDI-KM-BN
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BONDI

Bondi Pin Lever Basin Mixer with 
Curved Spout in Raw Brass

Bondi Pin Lever Wall Mixer Set with 
Curved Spout in Raw Brass

Bondi Pin Lever Extended Basin Mixer 
with Curved Spout in Raw Brass

Bondi Kitchen Mixer 
in Raw Brass

IDT-BONDI-BM-SH-RB

IDT-BONDI-WMS-RB

IDT-BONDI-BM-TL-RB

IDT-BONDI-KM-RB
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BONDI

Bondi Pin Lever Basin Mixer with 
Curved Spout in Brushed Gunmetal

Bondi Pin Lever Wall Mixer Set with 
Curved Spout in Brushed Gunmetal

Bondi Pin Lever Extended Basin Mixer 
with Curved Spout in Brushed Gunmetal

Bondi Kitchen Mixer 
in Brushed Gunmetal

IDT-BONDI-BM-SH-GM

IDT-BONDI-WMS-GM

IDT-BONDI-BM-TL-GM

IDT-BONDI-KM-GM
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BONDI

Bondi Floor-Mounted Bath Spout with 
Mixer in Chrome
IDT-BONDIBATHSP-C

 
 This floor-mounted spout has a graceful, sculptural form that ornaments every style of 

bathroom, while its seamless design ensures unrestricted flow for rapid filling of a bathtub. 
The chrome finish, meanwhile, offers impressive longevity.

We’re dedicated to complete 
transparency: from the clean 
water in our taps to the clear 

profit margins we offer.
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BALMORAL
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Balmoral Basin Mixer 
in Chrome

Balmoral Wall Mixer with Rectangular 
Plate in Chrome

Balmoral Extended Basin Mixer 
in Chrome

Balmoral Wall Mixer Set 
in Chrome

IDT-BALMORAL-BM-SHSQ-C

IDT-BALMORAL-WM-SQ-C

IDT-BALMORAL-BM-TLSQ-C

IDT-BALMORAL-WMS-SQ-C

Bold, sleek and resolutely modern, the Balmoral collection is a knockout. Its strong, square 
profile makes a commanding statement in any style of bathroom, while its fluid design ensures 

precise flow and temperature control through the mixer handle.
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BELLS

Bells Basin Progressive Mixer 
in Chrome

Bells Outlet and Progressive Mixer  
Set in Chrome

Bells Extended Basin Progressive  
Mixer in Chrome

Bells Progressive Wall Mixer 
in Chrome

IDT-BELLS-BM-SHRD-C

IDT-BELLS-WMS-C

IDT-BELLS-BM-TLRD-C

IDT-BELLS-WM-C

An arresting combination of curves and straight lines, the Bells collection offers the best of 
both worlds. The blend of circular handle, circular body and rectangular spout is exquisitely 

balanced. Progressive cartridge technology allows for precise temperature control.
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BRONTE
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Bronte Pin Lever Basin Mixer with 
Straight Spout in Chrome

Bronte Pin Lever Wall Mixer Set  
in Chrome

Bronte Pin Lever Extended Basin Mixer 
with Straight Spout in Chrome

IDT-BRONTE-BM-SH-C

IDT-BRONTE-WMS-RCT-C

IDT-BRONTE-BM-TL-C

The Bronte collection fuses graceful curves, geometric lines and smart engineering. Each piece 
is designed with a slim-line pin lever, which offers precise temperature and pressure control 

and conveys a minimalist charm. Its crisp silhouette is subtle yet sophisticated.
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THE COVE

The Cove Kitchen Mixer
in Black

The Cove Kitchen Mixer
in White

The Cove Kitchen Mixer
in Charcoal

IDT-COVEKM-CR-B IDT-COVEKM-CR-W

IDT-COVEKM-CR-C

Meet the dazzling mixer that clients gush over. Ideal for kitchens and laundries, The Cove 
has a retractable design, advanced construction and an appealing blend of materials – 

electroplated chrome for the body and matte silicone for the gooseneck.
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SHOWERS

Our Daintree collection offers a 
super-luxe shower experience with 
heads, rails, arms and accessories 
in streamlined designs and stylish 
finishes. Our shower heads deliver a 
voluminous stream of water, while the 
hand-held attachments are ideal

for rinsing, assisted showering and 
cleaning a shower. The wall-mounted 
shower sets are a distinctive and 
dynamic addition to any bathroom, 
and they come as a complete unit. 
Made from electroplated DZR brass, 
electroplated ABS and stainless steel.

Fluid forms inspired by the 
tranquil wonders of a rainforest.

30-YEAR WARRANTY
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DAINTREE SHOWER SETS
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Daintree Shower Set 
in Chrome

Daintree Shower Set 
in Brushed Nickel

Daintree Shower Set
in Matte Black

Daintree Shower Set 
in Raw Brass

IDT-DAINTREE-SS-C

IDT-DAINTREE-SS-BN

IDT-DAINTREE-SS-MB

IDT-DAINTREE-SS-RB
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DAINTREE SHOWER SETS

Daintree Rain Shower Head Round 
in Chrome

Daintree Rain Shower Head Square 
in Chrome

IDT-DAINTREE-RAINSH-RD-C IDT-DAINTREE-RAINSH-SQ-C

Daintree Shower Set 
in Brushed Gunmetal
IDT-DAINTREE-SS-GM

DAINTREE SHOWER HEADS

*Shower arm not included *Shower arm not included



DAINTREE HANDHELD SHOWER HEADS
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Daintree Handheld Shower Head 
Round in Chrome

Daintree Handheld Shower Head 
Square in Chrome

IDT-DAINTREE-HHSH-RD-C IDT-DAINTREE-HHSH-SQ-C

Daintree Handheld Multifunction 
Shower Head in Chrome

Daintree Handheld Multifunction 
Shower Head in Matte Black

IDT-DAINTREE-HHSHMF-C IDT-DAINTREE-HHSHMF-MB
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DAINTREE SHOWER ARMS
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Daintree Shower Arm Round 
in Chrome

Daintree Ceiling Mounted Shower  
Arm Round in Chrome

Daintree Shower Arm Square 
in Chrome

Daintree Ceiling Mounted Shower  
Arm Square in Chrome

IDT-DAINTREE-ARM-RD-C

IDT-DAINTREE-ARMMOUNT-RD-C

IDT-DAINTREE-ARM-SQ-C

IDT-DAINTREE-ARMMOUNT-SQ-C
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DAINTREE SHOWER MIXERS

Daintree Shower Mixer 
in Chrome

Daintree Shower Mixer 
in Brushed Nickel

Daintree Shower Mixer 
in Matte Black

Daintree Shower Mixer 
in Raw Brass

IDT-DAINTREE-SM-C

IDT-DAINTREE-SM-BN

IDT-DAINTREE-SM-MB

IDT-DAINTREE-SM-RB



DAINTREE SHOWER MIXERS
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DAINTREE SHOWER BRACKETS 

Daintree Shower Bracket Round
in Chrome

Daintree Shower Bracket Square 
in Chrome

IDT-DAINTREE-BRACKET-RD-C IDT-DAINTREE-BRACKET-SQ-C

Daintree Shower Mixer 
in Brushed Gunmetal
IDT-DAINTREE-SM-GM



DAINTREE SHOWER HOSES
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Daintree Shower Hose
in Stainless Steel

Daintree Shower Hose
in Chrome

IDT-SSHOSE-150 IDT-PVCHOSE-C-150

Daintree Shower Elbow 
Round in Chrome

Daintree Shower Elbow 
Square in Chrome

IDT-DAINTREE-ELBOW-RD-C IDT-DAINTREE-ELBOW-SQ-C

DAINTREE SHOWER ELBOWS
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DAINTREE SHOWER RAILS

Daintree Shower Rail Round 
in Chrome

Daintree Shower Rail Square 
in Chrome

IDT-DAINTREE-SR-RD-C IDT-DAINTREE-SR-SQ-C
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ACCESSORIES

Our accessory range, an appealingly 
modern line-up that complements 
various bathroom styles and is 
available in five finishes, ensures you 
can install a complete matching set 
in your renovation. The range spans 
towel rails, toilet paper holders and

robe hooks – all made from fetching 
304 stainless steel. When installed as 
a cohesive collection, and paired with 
shower sets and tapware in the same 
finish, our accessories deliver more 
than just function – they enhance and 
enrich the look of a bathroom.

Thoughtful design and 
impeccable craftsmanship are 
hallmarks of our accessories.

30-YEAR WARRANTY
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ACCESSORIES
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Towel Rail 
in Chrome 

Hand Towel Rail 
in Chrome

Toilet Roll Holder
in Chrome

Robe Hook 
in Chrome

IDT-ACCTR600-C

IDT-ACCHTH-C

IDT-ACCTRH-C

IDT-ACCRH-C
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ACCESSORIES

Towel Rail 
in Matte Black

Hand Towel Rail 
in Matte Black

Toilet Roll Holder
in Matte Black

Robe Hook 
in Matte Black

IDT-ACCTR600-MB

IDT-ACCHTH-MB

IDT-ACCTRH-MB

IDT-ACCRH-MB



ACCESSORIES
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Towel Rail 
in Brushed Nickel

Hand Towel Rail 
in Brushed Nickel

Toilet Roll Holder
in Brushed Nickel

Robe Hook 
in Brushed Nickel

IDT-ACCTR600-BN

IDT-ACCHTH-BN

IDT-ACCTRH-BN

IDT-ACCRH-BN
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ACCESSORIES

Towel Rail 
in Raw Brass

Hand Towel Rail 
in Raw Brass

Toilet Roll Holder
in Raw Brass

Robe Hook 
in Raw Brass

IDT-ACCTR600-RB

IDT-ACCHTH-RB

IDT-ACCTRH-RB

IDT-ACCRH-RB
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ACCESSORIES

Towel Rail 
in Brushed Gunmetal

Hand Towel Rail 
in Brushed Gunmetal

Toilet Roll Holder
in Brushed Gunmetal

Robe Hook 
in Brushed Gunmetal

IDT-ACCTR600-GM

IDT-ACCHTH-GM

IDT-ACCTRH-GM

IDT-ACCRH-GM
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Find exactly what you need 
to nail the perfect bathroom, 
powder room or kitchen and 
have it shipped immediately.
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BATHTUBS

A freestanding bathtub can be the 
centrepiece of your next bathroom 
renovation, adding a serene spa-like 
touch that clients love. Made from 
vacuum-formed acrylic and reinforced 
with fibreglass, Industrie tubs

are both lightweight and hard-
wearing, ensuring they’re easy to 
install on any level of a home. Acrylic 
tubs are also warmer to the touch than 
steel and a breeze to clean. Time to 
take a deep dive into our tubs.

Our carefully curated designs 
transform everyday spaces into 
intimate havens.

20-YEAR WARRANTY
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BATHTUBS
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Daydream Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath 1700mm
IDA-DAYDREAMFS-1700

BATHTUBS



Hamilton Corner Wall-Faced 
Acrylic Bath (Left) 
IDA-HAMILTONWF-L-1500
IDA-HAMILTONWF-L-1700
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BATHTUBS



BATHTUBS
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Hamilton Corner Wall-Faced 
Acrylic Bath (Right) 
IDA-HAMILTONWF-R-1500
IDA-HAMILTONWF-R-1700
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BATHTUBS

Hayman Flush Wall-Faced 
Acrylic Bath
IDA-HAYMANWF-1500
IDA-HAYMANWF-1700



BATHTUBS
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Hayman Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath 1600mm
IDA-HAYMANFS-1600
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BATHTUBS

King Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath 1700mm
IDA-KINGFS-1700



BATHTUBS
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Lady Elliot Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath 1700mm
IDA-LADYFS-1700
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BATHTUBS

Lord Howe Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath 1700mm
IDA-LORDEFS-1700



BATHTUBS
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Resort Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath 1700mm
IDA-RESORTFS-1700
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BATHTUBS

Rottnest Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath 1700mm
IDA-ROTTNESTFS-1700



BATHTUBS
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Serenity Round Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath 1100mm
IDA-SERENITYROUNDFS-1100
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BATHTUBS

Tranquil Flush Wall-Faced 
Acrylic Bath
IDA-BATH-TRANQUILWF-1500
IDA-BATH-TRANQUILWF-1700



BATHTUBS
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Tranquil Freestanding 
Acrylic Bath
IDA-TRANQUILFS-1500
IDA-TRANQUILFS-1700
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BATHTUBS

Made from vacuum-formed 
acrylic and reinforced with 
fibreglass, our tubs are both 

lightweight and hard-wearing.
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BASINS

There are so many reasons to love 
above-counter basins. Perched atop a 
vanity, they deliver comfort, style and 
and a modern touch to a bathroom. 
Our collection includes circular and 
rectangular looks with slim walls,  
soft edges and decorative appeal.

Our basins are stylish enough to 
become a focal point for the space, 
hold plenty of water, and can be paired 
with tapware in either similar or 
contrasting profiles. Made from hand-
glazed porcelain with a gloss or matte 
finish, they gleam with distinction.

Add comfortable height and  
easy elegance to a vanity with  
a bench-top basin.

20-YEAR WARRANTY
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BASINS
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Art Basin Round in Gloss White Art Basin Rectangle in Gloss White
IDC-BASIN-RD-GW IDC-BASIN-RT-GW

Art Basin Round in Matte White
IDC-BASIN-RD-MW

Art Basin Rectangle in Matte White
IDC-BASIN-RT-MW
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BASINS

Undermount Art Basin in Gloss White
IDC-BASIN-RT-UM-GW
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TOILETS

Equipped with innovative GEBERIT 
flushing systems, top-grade Duraplas 
seat covers and contemporary rimless 
designs, our ceramic toilets are flushed 
with success. The Tornado XL flushing 
system enables efficient transportation 
of waste with minimum water

consumption and replaces 100% of 
trapped water each cycle. A rimless 
design is easy to clean, while glazed 
porcelain resists scratches. Choose 
from wall-faced and concealed tank 
options, and add GEBERIT flush 
plates to complete the suite.

We offer complete design 
solutions for builders, designers 
and developers.

20-YEAR WARRANTY
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TOILETS
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The Eyre Rimless 
Concealed Cistern Toilet

The Eyre Rimless 
Wall-Faced Two-Piece Toilet

IDC-EYRE580-C-R IDC-EYRE605-TP-R

The Argyle Rimless 
Wall-Faced Two-Piece Toilet

The Hillier Rimless 
Wall-Faced Two-Piece Toilet

IDC-ARGYLE-670-TP-R IDC-HILLIER665-TP-R
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TOILETS

The Hillier Rimless 
Wall-Hung Toilet
IDC-HILLIER580-WH-R
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FLUSH PLATES

Geberit Dual Push Button 
Sigma 20

Geberit Dual Push Button 
Sigma 30

1115.882.JQ.1 115.883.KH.1

Geberit Dual Push Button 
Sigma 50

Geberit Dual Push Button 
Sigma 60

1115.788.SD.5 115.640.GH.1
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VANITIES

Elevate your bathroom renovation 
with a custom-order vanity or shaving 
cabinet. A smart-looking vanity brings 
order, elegance and artistry to a space. 
Choose from our curation of timeless 
styles, from sleek to shaker to coastal, 
as well as cabinet finishes, paint 
colours, benchtops, storage options 

and handles – and offer your clients  
a personalised and polished look.  
Our vanities come fully assembled  
and ready to install. Our skilled 
experts will guide you through the 
customisation and ordering process. 
For more information, contact our 
showroom or visit our website.

A well-designed vanity brings 
order, refinement and artistry  
to a bathroom.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
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WARRANTIES

While all Industrie Tapware products 
are manufactured to the
highest standard, in addition to the 
guarantees provided under
the Australian Consumer Law 
(Schedule 2 to the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010(Cth)) (“ACL”), we 
offer varying extended warranty

Note: These warranty periods apply only to products that were purchased after 1 January 2016

periods from the date of purchase or 
handover; please refer to the
following tables. We guarantee that 
our products are free from all
defects in materials and workmanship, 
subject to the terms and
conditions that follow, for additional 
peace of mind.
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Tapware

BRONTE PIN 
LEVER BASIN 
MIXERS

BALMORAL 
SQUARE BASIN 
MIXERS

BELLS ROUND 
BASIN MIXER

BONDI PIN LEVER 
BASIN MIXER WITH 
CURVED SPOUT

L

L

L

L

1

1

1

1

30

30

30

30

Lifetime ceramic cartridge

Lifetime ceramic cartridge

Lifetime ceramic cartridge

Lifetime ceramic cartridge

1 year labour

1 year labour

1 year labour

1 year labour

30 years product replacement

30 years product replacement

30 years product replacement

30 years product replacement

Bathroom Accessories

SHOWER HEADS
30

1

30 years product replacement

1 year labour

SHOWER ARMS
30

1

30 years product replacement

1 year labour

SHOWER RAILS
30

1

30 years product replacement

1 year labour

BONDI KITCHEN 
MIXERS

L

1

30

Lifetime ceramic cartridge

1 year labour
30 years product replacement

BONDI FLOOR 
MOUNTED BATH 
SPOUT W MIXER

L

1

30

Lifetime ceramic cartridge

1 year labour
30 years product replacement

BONDI WALL 
MIXERS

L

1

30

Lifetime ceramic cartridge

1 year labour
30 years product replacement
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Basins

ART BASINS
20

1

20 years product replacement

1 year labour

SHOWER ELBOWS 
AND BRACKETS

30

1

30 years product replacement

1 year labour

ROBE HOOK
30

1

30 years product replacement

1 year labour

TOWEL RAIL
30

1

30 years product replacement

1 year labour

HAND TOWEL 
HOLDER

30

1

30 years product replacement

1 year labour

TOILET ROLL 
HOLDER

HOSES

30

2

1

1

30 years product replacement

2 years product replacement or parts

1 year labour

1 year labour

SHOWER RAILS
AND HEAD SET

30

1

30 years product replacement

1 year labour

Bathtubs

ALL ACRYLIC 
BATHTUBS

20

1

20 years product replacement

1 year labour

Toilets

TOILET SEATS
1

1

1 year product replacement

1 year labour
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Ceramic Cartridges

Vanities

CERAMIC 
CARTRIDGE

VANITIES

L

L

Lifetime product replacement

Lifetime product replacement

RIMLESS CONCEALED 
TOILET

RIMLESS WALL FACED 
TOILET

GEBERIT FLUSHING 
SYSTEM (2pc set) Sigma 8

GEBERIT PUSH BUTTONS

GEBERIT SIGMA 8 SYSTEM
(in wall flushing system)

20

20

G

G

G

1

1

3

3

15

20 years product replacement

20 years product replacement

Geberit warranty

Geberit warranty

Geberit warranty

1 year labour

1 year labour

3 years on inlet and outline valve products

3 years on mechanical flush/access plates

15 years on Sigma 8 (2016) concealed 
cistern tanks and frames
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REPLACEMENT
WARRANTY

30 Year Replacement Warranty - First year of the Tapware and Bathroom Accessories Warranty

20 Year Replacement Warranty - First year of the Toilet and Basin Warranty

Lifetime Replacement Warranty Ceramic Cartridge - First year of the Warranty

We will repair or, at its option, replace any goods which are defective through 
faulty workmanship or materials, free of charge, within the first (1) year of the 
warranty. 
ADDITIONAL WARRANTY: After the 1st year, for the remaining lifetime of the 
product, replacement of parts (labour is excluded) applies for a defective product 
through faulty workmanship or materials.

We will repair or, at its option, replace any goods which are defective through 
faulty workmanship or materials, free of charge, within the first (1) year of the 
tapware and bathroom accessories warranty. 
ADDITIONAL WARRANTY: An additional 29 years for replacement parts 
(labour is excluded) applies for a defective product through faulty workmanship 
or materials.

We will repair or, at its option, replace any goods which are defective through 
faulty workmanship or materials, free of charge, within the first (1) year of the 
toilet and basin warranty. 
ADDITIONAL WARRANTY: An additional 19 years for replacement parts 
(labour is excluded) applies for a defective product through faulty workmanship 
or materials.
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REPLACEMENT
WARRANTY

20 Year Replacement Warranty - First year of the Bath Warranty

2 Year Replacement Warranty - First year of the Hose Warranty

3 Year Finish Warranty

1 Year Labour Warranty

We will replace any goods which are defective through faulty workmanship 
or materials, free of charge, within the first (1) year of the bath warranty. 
ADDITIONAL WARRANTY: An additional 19 years for replacement parts 
(labour is excluded) applies for a defective product through faulty workmanship 
or materials.

We will replace any goods which are defective through faulty workmanship 
or materials, free of charge, within the first (1) year of the hose warranty. 
ADDITIONAL WARRANTY: An additional 1 years for replacement parts 
(labour is excluded) applies for a defective product through faulty workmanship 
or materials.

We will replace any goods which are defective through faulty workmanship or 
materials, free of charge, within the first (3) year of the warranty. Chrome and 
Matte Black: Electro Magnetically Plated finish. Brushed Nickel and Brushed 
Gunmetal Tapware PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) finish.

1 year replacement product or parts including Labour.
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Warranty Claims

Consequential Loss

Warranty Conditions

This additional warranty only covers INDUSTRIE TAPWARE products listed (collectively “Products”), does not extend to
products you have selected outside our product range.

This additional warranty only applies to defects which have arisen solely from faulty materials or workmanship in the
products and does not apply to other defects which may have arisen as a result of, without limitation, the following:
accidental damage, abuse, misuse, maltreatment, abnormal stress or strain, harsh or adverse weather conditions, including
excessive water pressure or temperature, the effects of hard water or neglect of any kind of the products. Alterations and
repairs of the products other than by an accredited and licensed service agent or technician are not covered.
In addition to this additional warranty, certain legislation (including the ACL) may give you certain rights which cannot be
excluded, restricted or modified, this additional warranty must be read subject to such legislation and nothing in this 
warranty has the effect of excluding, restricting or modifying those rights.

Note: Damage from pieces of copper tube, plastic tube, sand, dirt or thread tape etc, are not covered by warranty

Industrie Tapware

To make a warranty claim, the following documentation must be emailed.

- Name/model of product and photographs of the issue (if possible)
- Proof of installation (by licensed Plumber) and/proof of purchase
- Your contact details: Name, address and best contact phone number
- Handover documentation for new homes
- Warranty Certificate or equivalent documentation must be supplied for warranty claims to be considered
- Contact: design@industrietapware.com.au

Geberit Limited Warranty Claim

If you purchased Geberit products in Australia or New Zealand, the following process applies.

- Contact authorized reseller or distributor where you purchased the Geberit products; and/or
- Contact: design@industrietapware.com.au
- Visit www.geberit.com.au

To the extent permitted by law, INDUSTRIE TAPWARE will not be liable for any loss or damage to furniture, floor coverings, 
walls, fixtures or any other consequential loss of any kind caused by any defect in the product or components.
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Everything we do at 
Industrie Tapware is 
focused on creating an 
outstanding experience 
for our clients.

Technical Support

Service Excellence

Design Specialists

First-rate service is important to us. From inspiration to installation, our 
knowledgeable design consultants are happy to share their expertise for  
all of your projects.

Our support team and accompanying materials offer professional designers and 
contractors the precise tools they need to specify, install and service  
our products, including downloadable renderings.

Shop our selection online, by phone or in-store at our Willoughby showroom in 
Sydney. Our experts will confirm your order within 24 hours and review all the 
details to ensure that your project flows as smoothly as possible.
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493 Willoughby Road, Willoughby, NSW 2068

1300 IND TAPS (1300 463 827)
design@industrietapware.com.au

industrietapware.com.au


